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	Press and Politics in the Weimar Republic, 9780199547784 (0199547785), Oxford University Press, 2009

	Press and Politics offers a new interpretation of the fate of Germany's first democracy and the advent of Hitler's Third Reich. It is the first study to explore the role of the press in the politics of the Weimar Republic, and to ask how influential it really was in undermining democratic values.

	

	Anyone who seeks to understand the relationship between the press and politics in Germany at this time has to confront a central problem. Newspapers certainly told their readers how to vote, especially at election time. It was widely accepted that the press wielded immense political power. And yet power ultimately fell to Adolf Hitler, a radical politician whose party press had been strikingly unsuccessful.

	

	Press and Politics unravels this apparent paradox by focusing on Berlin, the political centre of the Weimar Republic and the capital of the German press. The book examines the complex relationship between media presentation, popular reception, and political attitudes in this period. What was the relationship between newspaper circulation and electoral behavior? Which papers did well, and why? What was the nature of political coverage in the press? Who was most influenced by it? Bernhard Fulda addresses all these questions and more, looking at the nature and impact of newspaper reporting on German politics, politicians, and voters. He shows how the press personalized politics, how politicians were turned into celebrities or hate figures, and how - through deliberate distortions - individual newspapers succeeded in building up a plausible, partisan counter-reality.
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Professional Application Lifecycle Management with Visual Studio 2013Wrox Press, 2014

	Ramp up your software development with this comprehensive resource


	Microsoft's Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) makes software development easier and now features support for iOS, MacOS, Android, and Java development. If you are an application developer, some of the important factors you undoubtedly consider in...


		

FXRuby: Create Lean and Mean GUIs with RubyPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
FXRuby is a highly object-oriented toolkit for building lean, mean, cross-platform graphical user interfaces in Ruby. Since its initial release in 2001, FXRuby has become one of the most popular GUI choices for Ruby developers. This book is your best resource for rapidly learning how to develop powerful, sophisticated GUIs in your favorite...

		

Elementary Number Theory with Applications, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2007
or over two thousand years, number theory has fascinated and inspired both Famateurs and mathematicians alike. A sound and fundamental body of knowledge, it has been developed by the untiring pursuits of mathematicians all over the world. Today, number theorists continue to develop some of the most sophisticated mathematical tools ever devised and...




	

Comebacks: Powerful Lessons from Leaders Who Endured Setbacks and Recaptured Success on Their TermsJossey-Bass, 2010

	Gold Medal Winner, Success and Motivation, 2011 Axiom Business Book Awards


	Insight from leaders who experienced major setbacks and redefined success


	In tough economic times, when careers are derailed and leaders are forced to rewrite their professional plans, this book enlightens and uplifts. Comebacks...


		

Andrews' Diseases of the Skin: Clinical DermatologyElsevier Limited, 2019

	
		Now in a fully revised thirteenth edition, Andrews’ Diseases of the Skin remains your single-volume, must-have resource for core information in dermatology. From residency through clinical practice, this award-winning title ensures that you stay up to date with new tools and strategies for diagnosis and treatment,...



		

Creating Development Environments with VagrantPackt Publishing, 2013

	Vagrant is a tool for building complete development environments. With an easy-to-use workflow and focus on automation, Vagrant lowers development environment setup time, increases development/production parity, and makes the "it works on my machine" excuse a thing of the past.


	"Creating Development Environments with...
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